We predicted structures for all seven targets in the CAPRI experiment using a new method in development at the time of the challenge. The technique includes a low-resolution rigid body Monte Carlo search followed by high-resolution refinement with side-chain conformational changes and rigid body minimization. Decoys (ϳ10 6 per target) were discriminated using a scoring function including van der Waals and solvation interactions, hydrogen bonding, residue-residue pair statistics, and rotamer probabilities. Decoys were ranked, clustered, manually inspected, and selected. The top ranked model for target 6 predicted the experimental structure to 1.5 Å RMSD and included 48 of 65 correct residue-residue contacts. Target 7 was predicted at 5.3 Å RMSD with 22 of 37 correct residueresidue contacts using a homology model from a known complex structure. Using a preliminary version of the protocol in round 1, target 1 was predicted within 8.8 Å although few contacts were correct. For targets 2 and 3, the interface locations and a small fraction of the contacts were correctly identified. Proteins 2003;52:118 -122.
INTRODUCTION
Protein-protein interactions are vital to almost all cellular processes. Indeed, protein interactions underlie signaling, regulation, immunogenic recognition, and other important biochemical functions. Thus, the ability to model the docking of two proteins is fundamental to the understanding of the operation of biochemical systems. The Critical Assessment of Predicted Interactions (CAPRI) challenge is an excellent opportunity to evaluate the capability of docking algorithms. It also spurs the development of new algorithms, as is the case for our work. We had just begun to study the protein docking problem when the organizational meeting in Charleston was held in 2000. 1 As the targets for CAPRI were released, we developed new code to address concerns specific to the targets, and we enriched our general method. As a result, our CAPRI predictions represent "snapshots" of the ability of our developing algorithm.
The next section briefly describes our computational approach and then we detail the assumptions, manipulations, and results for each of the seven targets.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
A manuscript describing our complete algorithm and its performance on a large benchmark set is forthcoming; therefore, only an overview of our method is presented here. Figure 1 shows the general algorithm used at the time of the CAPRI experiment. Creation of a decoy begins with a random orientation of each partner and a translation of the ligand along the line of protein centers to create glancing contact between the partners. In the first stage of the algorithm, we use a rigid body Monte Carlo search, translating and rotating the ligand around the surface of the stationary receptor. The low-resolution, residue-scale interaction potentials 2 include residue environment and residue-residue interaction terms derived from a database of interfaces, a contact score to reward contacting residues, a bump score to penalize overlapping residues, and constraint scores if any knowledge is known about a particular target. All scores at this stage are formulated for a reduced representation of the amino acids based on sidechain centroid positions. After the low-resolution search, explicit side chains are added to the protein backbones using a backbone-dependent rotamer packing algorithm. 3, 4 For CAPRI round 2, an explicit minimization step optimizes the rigid body displacement after the side-chain packing step. In the refinement steps (packing and minimization) and for decoy discrimination, the full-atom scoring function 3 includes van der Waals interactions with the repulsive part of the potential partially replaced with a linear term to avoid singularities; solvation using a pairwise Gaussian solvent-exclusion model; 5 hydrogen-bonding energies using a function derived from structural statistics; 6 residue-residue pair interactions derived statistically from a database of protein structures; a rotamer probability term; and a surface area and atomic solvation term (for decoy discrimination only due to the expense of calculation). 7 Although the weights of most of the terms in the scoring function are of the same order of magnitude, the dominant contributions to discrimination seem to be the packing (van der Waals) interactions, followed by the hydrogen bonding.
The search procedure was repeated to create ϳ10 6 decoys for each target. The 200 best scoring decoys were then clustered on the basis of pairwise root-mean-square distance (RMSD) using a hierarchical clustering algorithm. 8 Structures within a 2.5 or 5 Å clustering threshold were designated as a set, and the lowest scoring decoy within the set represented that position. In general, the largest clusters were selected and submitted to CAPRI evaluators.
We tailored our standard strategy in several ways for the CAPRI experiment. For antibodies, we incorporated knowledge about the usual antibody-binding interface into our scoring function. To determine which antibody residues may contact the antigen, we aligned a set of 55 known antibody-antigen complex structures and created a profile of the likelihood of each antibody residue position to contact the antigen (Fig. 2) . We then used this information to guide the low-resolution Monte Carlo search by adding a bonus score for each favored residue at the interface, a penalty for residues in positions never observed to be at the interface, and a neutral score for residue positions that rarely appeared at the interfaces. In practice, this score encouraged the interface to involve the complementarity determining regions (CDRs) of the antibody. Finally, before clustering we rejected decoys with interfaces that contained multiple antibody residues that never occurred in interfaces in our calibration set of complexes.
To choose some models for the antibody targets of round 1, an additional filter was used before clustering to select decoys with interfaces composed of 15 or fewer antibody residues (most antibody-antigen complexes have interfaces with Ͻ20 antibody residues). This filter eliminated many incorrect decoys that achieved a top score by creating an unreasonably large number of nonspecific contacts, and we hoped it would preserve biologically correct inter- Antibody sequences with the expected contact profiles. In the profiles, ϩ indicates a position expected to be at the interface, Ϫ indicates a position expected not to be at the interface, and ϳ represents a position without an imposed preference. In the sequences, bold capital letters represent interface positions in the experimental structure, with blue lettering for residues in favored positions and red lettering for residues in unexpected positions. Yellow shading denotes interface residues in the predicted structure (target 2, model 6; target 3, model 7; targets 4, 5, and 6, model 1). Interface residues in the experimental and predicted structures are defined by intermolecular atom-atom distances of Ͻ4 Å.
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faces. In round 2, large, nonspecific interfaces were avoided by adjusting the shape of the repulsive part of the van der Waals potential 9 and increasing the weight of this term in the full-atom scoring.
In round 1, some submitted decoys were chosen with an alternate selection and scoring procedure 10 that repacked side chains using a larger rotamer set (varying all angles) and discriminated strictly on hydrogen-bonding, solvation, and van der Waals interactions across the interface. In round 2, the larger rotamer set was incorporated into the standard docking tool.
To select the final models for submission, the largest clusters and best scoring decoys were examined manually. Features considered included specific contacts (i.e., close contacts, hydrogen bonds, or hydrophobic packing), chemical environment (exposed hydrophobic groups or buried polar groups), overall fit (size and shape of interface or the presence of voids at the interface), and general arrangement (the number of CDR loops interacting with the antigen). In this manner, some high-ranking decoys were removed from the list, and some intermediate-ranked decoys were placed among the final submissions. In all cases, however, model 1 was designated for the lowest scoring member of the largest cluster of structures.
Calculations were performed on clusters of ϳ50-processor Linux workstations with clock speeds near 1 GHz. Complete processing required between 1 and 10 days of cluster time for each target.
TARGETS AND PREDICTIONS Target 1, HPr ؉ HPr Kinase
Biochemical information played a significant role in our treatment of target 1. HPr kinase catalyzes the phosphorylation of Ser46 in HPr, 11 and Ser157 on the kinase is part of the P-loop (Walker A motif), which has been shown to bind the phosphate in ATP. 12 Therefore, we constrained our Monte Carlo search to configurations with a distance of 14 Å between Ser46 of the HPr and Ser157 of the kinase. Next, in our manual selection of models for this target, we preferentially selected structures that would allow each kinase protomer of the oligomeric assembly to bind and phosphorylate an HPr molecule. For example, several top ranked structures placed the HPr in the unlikely cavity at the axis of the kinase trimer; only one such structure was submitted as a model. Removal of the kinase residues 236 -240 in a partially resolved loop helped the algorithm create structures allowing one-to-one interactions of HPr with each kinase protomer. Finally, an evolutionary trace calculation 13, 14 detected conserved surface residues that might be likely to occur at the interface. After the automated procedure created a list of top clusters, the evolutionary information was considered to hand-select submissions that had contacts on a conserved patch of the HP-kinase. However, many of these conserved residues appeared on the terminal helix of the kinase, distant from the phosphorylation site. It was difficult to find decoys that satisfied the phosphorylation distance constraint and simultaneously included these conserved contacts, and indeed, in retrospect, the experimental structure revealed that the terminal kinase helix actually moves on docking.
Nevertheless, the predicted model 8 is a close solution. This model was from the 6th largest cluster and ranked 12th overall by our alternate method of repacking side chains with extra rotamers and scoring hydrogen bonds, solvation, and van der Waals interactions across the interface. Under manual inspection, model 8 seemed to contain fewer close contacts than other top ranked decoys, and it included several of the conserved interface residues on the hydrophobic patch of the kinase. In fact, the interface patches of both partners are correctly predicted, and the prediction superimposes on the experimental structure with a 55°rotation and 2.6 Å translation, for an RMSD of 8.8 Å. Unfortunately, the model submitted did not include the side-chain rotamers from the alternate program; thus, the number of correct atomic contacts in the submitted model 8 is small.
Target 2, Rotavirus Capsid Protein ؉ Antibody
On the basis of the superstructure of the rotavirus and its capsid proteins, 15 we restricted our search to the outer cap of the rotavirus capsid protein, which is likely to be accessible to antibodies in vivo. In addition, we required our decoys to contain contacts with at least one of the epitope residues 172, 305, 306, or 315 (chains A, B, or C of the antigen). Our model 6, chosen with the alternate method with extra rotamer packing and intermolecular scoring, correctly predicted the general interface patches and 16 of 52 interface contacts. This model was from the third largest cluster and was individually the 16th rank decoy from the set of top decoys by intermolecular score with supplemental rotamers, and it represented the third largest cluster in a set of top decoys scored both by the standard program and the alternate program. The antibody light chain of model 6 makes very few contacts with the antigen, but the model met the other, general manual selection criteria.
Target 3, Hemagglutinin ؉ Antibody
On the basis of mutagenesis information, we required our decoys to contain contacts with at least one of the epitope residues of hemagglutinin identified by Wiley and Skehel. 16 In addition, because of the large size of hemagglutinin, we examined the antigen in parts, separately searching the monomer or the head region of the trimer. For this target in particular, our algorithm tended to create large, nonspecific interfaces by burying the antibody inside a concave region of the hemagglutinin. To overcome this, we capped the score obtainable for contacts during our lowresolution search, and we chose some models by first filtering out interfaces containing Ͼ15 antibody residues. Our models 3, 7, and 10 correctly predicted a significant fraction of the binding patches on both the antibody and antigen, and models 7 and 10 predicted 8 and 6 of the 63 specific contacts, respectively. Each of these models was selected using the alternative method with additional rotamers and intermolecular scoring. Model 7 represented the second largest cluster and ranked 11th overall by the alternate scoring method, and it was in the largest cluster using a filter combining the best ranks from both standard and alternate program scores. Model 3 was the top ranked decoy by the intermolecular score. Model 10 passed the filter for small antibody interfaces and would not have been ranked without that filter; models 7 and 3 earned their rankings without any filter for interface size.
Targets 4, 5, and 6, ␣-Amylase ؉ Camelid Antibodies (Round 2)
Before the CAPRI challenge, there were only four nonredundant published structures of camelid antibodies with their antigens. Although perhaps this should have encouraged us to make no assumptions about the behavior of these unusual biomolecules, we instead aligned their sequences to our profile created from a database of mostly typical, two-chain antibodies to classify the residue positions for antibody scoring and filtering. We classified the unique additional residues in the CDR3 region as preferentially interfacial residues, and we manually smoothed the profiles relative to those used in round 1 to allow for additional uncertainty. It is surprising that the experimental structures for targets 4 and 5 were dramatically different from previously known antibody structures, making multiple contacts with framework (non-CDR) residues (Fig. 2) . By filtering out decoys that had two or more interface residues in positions that never contacted an antigen in our calibration set, we eliminated any correct decoys for targets 4 and 5. Therefore, we submitted no good predictions for these targets.
For target 6, model 1 is an excellent prediction (Fig. 3) . This model was the top ranked decoy and also represented the largest cluster of top scoring decoys. In addition, this model also ranked first in the alternate program intermolecular score. Model 1 contains 48 of 65 specific contacts, 25 of 29 correct interface residues on the antibody, and 35 of 37 correct interface residues on the antigen. The model can be superimposed on the experimental structure through an ␣-amylase translation of 1.4 Å and rotation of 3°, for an RMSD of 1.5 Å between the prediction and experimental structure. Figure 3 (b) presents a detail of the side chains at the interface. The position of Arg51 (all residue numbering follows the deposited PDB record 1KXQ) on the camelid antibody was given, but the side chains on the ␣-amylase were packed by our algorithm. The rotamers are correctly chosen for Gln63 and incorrectly chosen for Asp356, but both residues make good hydrogen bonds with Arg51. The tryptophan residues at positions 58 and 59 create a hydrophobic pocket around the Arg51, with the rotamer for Trp59 matching that of the experimental structure.
Target 7, Streptococcal Pyrogenic Exotoxin A ؉ T Cell Receptor ␤-Chain
Because streptococcal pyrogenic exotoxin A is a superantigen that is known to disrupt the normal function of the T-cell receptor, we examined other superantigen structures for clues about the interaction. 17 Model 1 was created using the structural alignment program Mammoth 18 to align the given protein components to the experimental structure of staphylococcal enterotoxin B and T cell receptor ␤-chain 19 (PDB code 1SBB, chains C and D). The resulting model has excellent shape complementarity and several good hydrogen bonds across the interface. It correctly contains 22 of 37 contacts and the ligand is translated 3.6 Å and rotated 11°from the native. We attempted to refine this interface using our protocol, but none of the refined interfaces were as correct as the simple structural alignment.
DISCUSSION
The best predictions for each target are summarized in Table I . Overall, the methods are satisfactory, especially considering that the protocol was still in development at the time of the CAPRI challenge. In round 1, correct binding patches were identified for each target, although residue-residue contacts were not predicted well. Although the protocol created a sufficient diversity of decoys to include some structures close to native, the best predictions were not ranked highly. The alternate program with the addition of the minimization step, the incorporation of the expanded rotamer set, and adjustments to the scoring functions. The improved program was proven by its success with target 6. The contribution of human interventions in round 2, however, is mixed. For target 7, background research directly led to a close answer via homology modeling, but in the cases of targets 4 and 5, an incorrect assumption prevented any chance of obtaining a relevant prediction.
Several areas of modeling still need to be addressed. Clearly, target 1 shows the need for algorithms that can identify and model flexible protein backbones. The ability to compensate for side-chain or backbone conformational change on binding in antibodies has not been tested here, because bound forms of the antibodies were provided. Finally, nature presents a wide range of interfaces of varying character, 20 and more tests of the algorithm are clearly required to certify a general docking tool. Still, in general the present results are encouraging. Round 1 predictions were satisfactory, and round 2 predictions, with the exception of targets where incorrect assumptions were made, show positive accomplishments. We look forward to further testing of docking algorithms in future CAPRI challenges. 
